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Abstract:  Energy and Charge Transfer from Single Plasmonic Nanoantennas 

Metallic nanostructures supporting surface plasmons have optical cross sections that exceed 
those of other materials by several orders of magnitude. This property together with their ease 
of wavelength tunability through size, shape, and material make them ideal nanoscale antennas 
for enhancing incoming and outgoing radiation as well as for converting photons into excited 
electrons and eventually heat. However, metal intrinsic relaxation of excited electrons is typically 
efficient due to fast scattering with other electrons and phonons. Harnessing the immense optical 
cross sections of plasmons therefore requires hybrid nanoantennas composed of a plasmonic 
metal and a charge accepting inorganic or organic material as well as a distinct mechanistic 
pathway to extract energy imparted by photoexcitation before it is lost to heating. In this talk I 
will discuss our results of direct plasmon decay into interfacial charge separated states as well 
as plasmon decay through energy transfer to excitons for acceptors with optimized spectral 
overlap. This ultrafast decay mechanism of the plasmon oscillation (few femtoseconds) is 
elegantly captured in the frequency domain by analyzing the homogeneous plasmon linewidth 
of single-particle dark-field scattering spectra.  

 


